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Pic1: Navvab highway in 
order to complete, Source: 
the author.   

www.panoramio.com
Pic2: The edge of Navvab 
highway is not integrated 
with its surrounding tex-
ture. Source: 
w w w. p a n o r a m i o . c o m
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Pic3: Entrance of Tohid tun-
nel in Navvab highway. Photo 
by: Zahra Askarzade, 2012.

Pic4: Navvab highway and 
facades of buildings. Photo 
by: Zahra Askarzade, 2012.
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Abstract: The increasing miscellaneous development of Tehran in the 
recent decade has caused new structural constructions in city uncorre-
spondent to historic and natural structure and shaped a contradictory and 
discontinuous city lacking in identity and legibility. Among them are the 
inner city highway networks within the urban massive constructed pile. 

minds about the landscape and appearance of the city. In fact; they con-
tribute in shaping the urban landscape and conveying citizen perception 
of the city. New north-south and east-west highways are constructed in 
different regions of Tehran which have transformed micro-scale residential 

-
ban landscape goals and appropriate planning and management. Navvab 
highway is a manifest example for formation of residential edge adjacent 
to a highway; a planned edge in which the crossing ways have also great 

Today Navvab highway, the north-south arterial highway alongside 
Chamran highway, does not offer solidarity or unity with the adjacent tex-
ture due to multiple constructed high-rises. Lack of identity and sense of 

-
tainable element in urban system of Tehran. The most noticeable aspect 
in Navvab highway is the issue of non-compliance with the privacy and 

texture in form of general problems such as pollution, the problems of 
the urban landscape as well as safety and visual perspective. Buildings 
without diversity in facades with simple skyline are among the problems of 
this urban façade which reduces legibility of the environment.

of Navvab highway and lack of a comprehensive system in planning and 
designing has resulted in the recent commercial, social and physical prob-
lems and issues in constructed parts of this area. These proceedings not 

much inelegance and vulgarity.
Opening spaces and allocating them to public spaces within the adja-

-
chy, pedestrian movement, connecting the adjacent textures of the highway 
by adding a commercial-service layer and green space can revitalize these 
edges and attach them appropriately to the existing urban decay.

-
ban facades in Tehran in functional, aesthetic and identity aspects and ana-
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